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Bio 

 

The real name of Omen is Budylev Alexey. He has been in the musical sphere since 1998. His sets are 
on the stylistics border between trance and house, with some progressive notes.  
 
Alexey's first work has been signed to KDK Record. Then he starts a collaboration with many other 
record labels. Omen's compositions can be found in many Russian music collections, such as Russian 
Trance Attack vol.2, Child Of Trance vol.2, Trance Addicted, DJ Star Mix, Tranceverter, Child Of 
Trance vol.3, DJ Club 1, Dj`s Factory, My DJ Club Music, Tranceverer vol.2, DJ Traks Trance Best, 
etc. 
 
Alexey has been invited by many local radiostations in Russia: Murmansk, Samara, Irkutsk, Lipetsk, 
Yelets, Kiev, Ulyanovsk, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatka, Essentuki, Smolensk, Moscow, St.Petersburg, etc.  
Omen's track - "Summercity" was the most played by the Russian and international radiostations 
(DI.FM, Afterhours.FM). It is a warm, positive track illustrating the best tradition in melodic trance 
with progressive sounds.  
 
Starting from 2006 Alexey has been supported by the biggest world DJ`s. His tracks are noticed by 
the British DJ Christopher Lawrence who is listed among the five best DJs of the world, according to 
voting TOP 100 DJMAG 2006. The artist also receives support from Ukrainian djs such as DJ Anna Lee 
who praised Omen for his remix of Airbase - Roots. His single "Angels fly" has been the occasion for a 
great remixes competition featuring 70 participants, of which only 9 have been chosen for the 
release. 
 
Omen music spread around the world and is sold in such countries as Belgium, UK, Italy, Australia, 
USA, Spain, and Germany. 
 
2007 brought a remix competition for Sensorica track competition: Sensorica and Omen - Another 
Day. The same year Omen produces the compillation ELECTRO MANIA released by the Monolith 
Studio (Moscow), soon followed by TRANCE MANIA, featuring only Russian musicians. 
 
Omen collaborates with Diamond Records label to launch new talents in electronic music. 
 
Omen has live performances at several gigs and important festivals like open-air "Truba" 2006 (near 
Vyborg) and "Mednoe Ozero 2007 " (Kronstadt)- the biggest open-air Russia festival of electronic 
music.  
 
The Russian artist is planning to release an album of trance & progressive and continue to write 
music. Omen has his own radioshow called "Progressive Vibes" on Pure FM focused on fresh and 
energetic progressive trance style. 
 
 


